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Introduction

Israel's three-week war against Gaza was a devastating assault, resulting in the death of some 1,300 Palestinians and the destruction of thousands of buildings.¹ The story of this military operation dominated the world’s media in January 2009, yet many felt that the reality of the conflict had been hidden from a global audience because of Israel’s exclusion of the international media from Gaza.² This view was detailed on British television in a Channel 4 documentary entitled “Unseen Gaza.”³

Beginning with the documentary’s approach to the issue of how conflict should be covered, this paper explores the photographic enactment of Israel’s war on Gaza in January 2009, using the pictorial coverage of The Guardian and The Observer as the principal source. The purpose of this analysis is to consider whether the humanitarian visualization of Gaza and its inhabitants provides a compelling account of catastrophe in a zone of permanent emergency, and what this issue means for how we understand the photography of conflict, crisis and catastrophe.

Figure 1: Jon Snow, Unseen Gaza, 22 January 2009, screen grab.
Seeing Gaza

Presented by Jon Snow, “Unseen Gaza” detailed how foreign reporters were kept away from Gaza and corralled on a hilltop some 75 minutes south of Jerusalem from where they peered into the occupied territory. This location was some distance from the Israel/Gaza border because the IDF had declared a 2-4 kilometre wide strip of territory in southern Israel contiguous with Gaza to be “closed military zones.” On this hillside beyond the closed zone journalists were closely monitored by the military and the police, making it difficult to even observe the remote traces of conflict (the sound of artillery, the streaks of aircraft and the sight of smoke rising from the targets). One reporter interviewed in “Unseen Gaza” called it the “Hill of Shame” because of the restrictions that placed them there, and the “Hill of Same” because of the way the location homogenized all news coverage emanating from there.

The international media found themselves in this position because the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) decided, in the aftermath of their 2006 war in Lebanon, that giving reporters access to the frontlines restricted the military’s ability to pursue its strategic goals. Ignoring a ruling by the Israeli Supreme Court in early January to allow some journalists limited access to Gaza, the IDF implemented media controls devised by the new National Information Directorate in the Israeli Prime Minister’s office. Indeed, these controls functioned in advance of “Operation Cast Lead,” with
restrictions on the media entering Gaza implemented from early November 2008 onwards.⁵

Figure 3: An Israeli military policeman shows the “Closed Military Order” map at his roadblock, complete with spikes, outside Kibbutz Ni Am, across the street from Sderot, 19 January 2009. Photo: Jim Hollander/EPA.

Journalists on the hillside found themselves in a situation no better than the Israeli war tourists, who came from nearby towns to take snapshots of a military action they had no doubt was justified by the on-going Hamas rocket attacks on southern Israel.⁶ Even when photographers entered the closed zones with telephoto lenses, there was not much to see. In the words of one photographer trying to cover the conflict despite being shut out of the battle zone, the IDF turned photojournalists into “War paparazzi,” leaving them to scramble for stories in a way that was “not pretty.”⁷
Figure 4: Israelis gathered on a hill near Gaza to see the "show" during one of the last days of bombing by the Israeli Air Force, January 2009. Photo: Miki Kratsman, courtesy of the photographer/Chelouche Gallery, Tel Aviv.

Figure 5: "Wire service" photographers on a natural lookout over the Gaza Strip... Shortly after this photo was taken, the photographers left because a military jeep was making its way towards them to eject the group for being in an officially "closed military area." Photo: Jim Hollander/EPA.
The impact of distance on the ability to see and thus understand was at the heart of the concern “Unseen Gaza” addressed. Stranded on the outside as remote observers, the international media was handicapped in their efforts to present what was repeatedly called “the whole truth” or “the complete picture.” In the resultant “vacuum of verifiable fact” both journalists and viewers were at risk of manipulation from the “spin” presented by parties to the conflict. With the IDF media operation in full swing on one side of the border, and Arab journalists the only ones working on the other side, the reporter’s interviewed by Jon Snow declared that without direct access to the conflict their work was inevitably compromised. While all the journalists acknowledged there was no lack of pictures coming out of Gaza they claimed there was a shortage of “hard fact” because their absence meant the pictures’ context could not be known. In the words of the BBC’s head of news, this meant they could not secure the “objective and impartial truth” they strive for in order to move beyond the contestable claims that marked such events. All this lead Jon Snow to conclude – in a reprise of the quote that inevitably appears when the question of war and propaganda is being debated – the “first casualty has inevitably been truth.”

Immediacy, visibility, ethics

“Unseen Gaza” is an accomplished documentary that reveals much about the news coverage of this particular conflict. It also reveals much about the assumptions that drive the international media’s approach to coverage generally. By arguing that the inability of reporters to be in Gaza during the fighting made “truth the victim” we can appreciate how much journalism relies on the concept of immediacy to authorise its stories. ‘Immediacy’ is a “belief in some necessary contact point between the medium and what it represents” such that one can go beyond mediation and reach
events, issues or objects outside of representation. \(^{10}\) Although this is a curious act of faith for media practitioners whose work is obviously dependent on complex practices of mediation or “hypermediacy,” \(^{11}\) it expresses itself in the claim that the media’s bodily presence in the zone of conflict during the fighting – the live coverage of events by reporters acting as first-hand witnesses – is essential for understanding. The assumption is that access to a particular time and space is the best and indeed singular route to reliable knowledge.

Although journalism’s belief in immediacy is situated in a hypermediated set of practices, with such practices logically having an impact on the forms of knowledge they can produce, the end product of these practices is nonetheless deemed to be ‘truth’ in the form of ‘comprehensive, factual, impartial and objective’ knowledge. However, although knowledge characterised in this manner would be disinterested, “Unseen Gaza” suggests there is a moral and political claim in its concerns. At one point in the documentary Jon Snow wonders if a ceasefire might have been more speedily arranged, and further suffering ameliorated, if the international media had been on the streets sooner. Such a suggestion aligns the international media with the global human rights movement in a shared logic about the relationship between vision, ethics and politics. “Seeing is believing” is a fundamental tenet in the human rights approach to testimony and witnessing. Indeed, human rights culture, especially in the post-World War Two context, has been animated by an assumed link between visibility, witnessing, testimony and rights. \(^{12}\) In this view, understood by activists as the desire to “mobilise shame,” bad deeds are done in the dark and shining a light into those corners can be a strike for justice. As Thomas Keenan argues, this concept “gathers together a set of powerful metaphors – the eyes of the world, the light of public scrutiny, the exposure of hypocrisy – as vehicles for the dream of action, power and enforcement.” \(^{13}\) This dream follows a
familiar script – perpetrators fear visibility, witnessing is an active intervention, and the knowledge that results from exposure drives change.

This dream is common to, and even constitutive of, the conventional practice of photojournalism. Photographers regularly speak of their purpose in terms of bearing witness by visualizing violence, “turning the camera’s gaze to [war’s] victims,” so that their viewers can be mobilised to speak out against the conditions pictured.14 Eliane Laffont, co-founder of Sygma (the largest photojournalism agency before its sale to Corbis in 2000) recently encapsulated this by declaring that photojournalism is “a mirror of the world and a witness to its time.”15 The famous British photojournalist Don McCullin reiterated it in a column lamenting the absence of photographs from Sri Lanka’s war with the Tamil Tigers by stating “there is always a need to be a witness to conflict,” while Yannis Behrakis, a Reuters photographer working in Israel/Palestine, put it this way: “to be in the right place at the right moment - this is every photojournalist’s dream. To be on the scene to record the “decisive moment” with your camera.”16

There are a number of problems with this dream. The first is that despite the near ubiquity of this view amongst media practitioners it is not easy to show when and where the dream has been realised. Although there are many claims that particular pictures have changed the world (most notably with regard to photographs produced during the Vietnam war), demonstrating a causal relationship in specific circumstances is far from easy.17 The second problem is that in our mediated world we have to recognize that perpetrators regularly operate in the glare of publicity cognizant of their likely exposure. As Keenan observes, “today, all too often, there is more than enough light, and yet its subjects exhibit themselves shamelessly, brazenly, and openly.”18 The third, and most important problem is that justifying
images in terms of them being both ‘windows’ and ‘witnesses’ deploys contradictory discourses, combining a desire for objectivity with a demand for engagement. The ethics of the latter does not sit easily with the epistemology of the former. Nonetheless, this contradiction has been part of photography since its inception, with the technology constituted by an epistemic and ethical project that linked mechanical objectivity with a humanist ethos, thereby producing the dual character that continues to haunt the practice.\textsuperscript{19}

Despite all these issues, the paradigm of immediacy remains prominent in the coverage of conflict, even to those with different agendas. The IDF’s media restrictions are based on the idea that if you control vision by denying presence you can qualitatively change the world’s understanding of war. Photographers and journalists rail against such restrictions because they believe in the necessity of presence for a true picture. And the Palestinians – as shall be demonstrated below – locate their claims for justice in the immediate presentation of bodies and victims. The paradigm of immediacy structures debates about these issues of mediation in terms of visibility versus invisibility – hence the title and content of the documentary “Unseen Gaza”. And because the taking of a picture inevitably relies on visible traces in a specific time and space, visual media reinforces this duality because of the way it focuses on the symptoms of an event rather than its causes or context.\textsuperscript{20}

However, the image of war in Gaza needs to be understood in terms of controlled and structured visibilities rather than dualism of hidden versus observable pictures driven by the paradigm of immediacy. That is because when the IDF restricted media access from November 2008 onwards, and barred them from entering during the war itself, it would have been well aware that professional
Palestinian photographers working for the international agencies and broadcasters, as well as the indigenous Palestinian and regional Arab media based in Gaza, would continue taking and distributing pictures. It was therefore not an attempt to keep Gaza hidden — it was an attempt to politicise the hundreds of pictures that emerged daily as inevitably 'biased'. And far from simply limiting the images available, the media restrictions were part of an effort to produce a particular visualization of the conflict. As Ariella Azoulay argues, keeping the international media on a remote hilltop the other side of a closed military zone was not about keeping the war at a distance; it was about constructing a particular war: “From their observation point [on the ‘hill of shame’], what they see is exactly the picture that Israel wishes to show: a war fought on equal footing by two sides. Missiles launched in Gaza hit Israel, and Israel retaliates.”

Nonetheless, even after we reframe the issue in terms of constructed visibility, we have to ask how much of the war in Gaza we did see, in what way did we see it, and how could the widespread pictures of destruction coming out of Gaza fit with the IDF’s desired visualization of the conflict? These are the questions that drive the following analysis of the photography of the conflict published in The Guardian and The Observer during the three weeks from the first airstrikes on 27 December 2008 up until the ceasefire on 18 January 2009.
The Observer opened its photographic coverage of the Gaza war with a familiar image of conflict showing a young girl, her face darkened by dried blood and dust from an airstrike, being comforted as she waited for hospital treatment. The picture editor of a competitor paper (Sophie Batterbury of The Independent) later
wrote about seeing this photograph and how she came to choose between the many options for her publication:

Modern technology allows us to receive a large volume of material very quickly. By 4pm last Saturday [27 December 2008] we had in excess of 300 images from that morning's assault on Gaza. Some images showing general wreckage and crowds, some showing injured people, the strongest being the image we used on the front. There were also a number of images showing dead and dismembered bodies, some of which were relatively mild in tone and others which were so horrific that I couldn't look at them any larger than thumbnails.

Two images in particular stood out: one of the injured young girl, frightened but protected by adult hands [The Observer's choice] and the image we used on the front page, of an injured man being helped away from the apocalyptic scene behind. We felt that after much deliberation the injured man said more about the scale of the attack.  

It is striking that for two liberal papers the choice was between two photographs. Indeed, The Independent’s preferred image was The Observer’s second choice, appearing as the main photograph on pages two and three of that paper’s coverage (Figure 7). Each, though, was designed to achieve something different, with the photograph of the child producing an empathetic response while that of the man being helped from the rubble demonstrated the extent of the strikes.
In the first few days of the war The Guardian used photographs that showed individuals caught up in the destruction of their urban environments (Figure 8, which appeared large format on page one) before moving to devastated landscapes to signify the scale of destruction that was on-going (Figure 9). The first image of the IDF did not appear until 31 December, when a large photograph of Israeli tanks with their crews relaxed was used (Figure 10). This was juxtaposed on the page with a small picture of a Palestinian boy getting hospital treatment (Figure 11). The juxtaposition of images became more frequent as the conflict went on. For example, the photograph of the bombed-out apartment block (Figure 9) was flanked on the left by a picture of two Israeli women – this was the first image of Israeli’s in The Guardian, and showed them with their hands clasped over their mouths in fear after a rocket attack (Figure 12) – and on the right by a similarly sized photograph Palestinian victim whose body was wrapped in a flag awaiting burial (Figure 13). Juxtaposition was also evident in the photomontages the paper used to summarise the conflict (Figure 14).
Figure 8: The Guardian, 29 December 2008, 1.
Figure 9: The Guardian, 2 January 2009, 16-17. Caption: “Hamas leader killed. The ruins of the apartment block where Hamas leader Nizar Rayan was killed in an Israeli air strike in Jabalia refugee camp yesterday, with two wives and four children. Photograph: Mahmud Hams/AFP.”

Figure 10: The Guardian, 31 December 2009, 4-5. Caption: Waiting game Israeli troops relax yesterday as a column of armoured vehicles is deployed near Israel’s border with the Gaza Strip. Border crossings into the territory have been closed. Photograph: David Silverman/Getty.”
Figure 11: The Guardian, 31 December 2008, 4. Caption: “A boy is treated at the Shifa hospital.” [No credit].


Figure 13: The Guardian, 2 January 2009, 17. Caption: “The body of Muhammad Khawaja, 19, lies in hospital before his burial in Ramallah.” [No credit].
Balance, war, death

Media coverage of Israel/Palestine is one of the most contentious issues in journalism, with most coverage punctuated by claims of bias and politicisation from all sides. The Guardian has attracted much opprobrium from supporters of Israeli state policy, with a conservative UK columnist calling it "evil" and a conservative blog labelling it "Britain’s most disgusting paper." As I shall argue, however, despite first impressions to the contrary, The Guardian adopted a cautious and somewhat conventional approach in its pictorial coverage of Gaza that in the end produced an understanding of the conflict more consistent with official Israeli goals than might be imagined.

That might seem an odd conclusion given the way the photographs above
offered ample evidence of large-scale urban destruction in Gaza and widespread casualties. With the summary montage of the conflict (Figure 14) dominated by a picture of a lone Palestinian child in the rubble of a Rafah mosque destroyed by an Israeli airstrike, the paper’s perspective would appear to have been materialised in the size and subject of this image. Representing Palestinians generally, the boy is presented as the victim of a devastating military power against which he can offer little resistance. It follows on from an earlier presentation of photographs in which a large image showing the wounded corporeality of a Palestinian woman was contrasted with smaller pictures of the clean, remote, cyborg-like qualities of the IDF (Figure 15).

![Gaza montage](image)

Figure 15: The Guardian, 5 January 2009, 4.
However, although these images offer traces of the newspaper’s perspective they are nonetheless presented through juxtaposition that, while based on journalistic codes of balance and impartiality, also posits a reciprocal relationship between Israel and the Palestinians. This is most evident in the way the conflict was presented as a “war.” On the one hand that would seem to offer a critique of Israeli actions beyond that had the events been characterised in a way that obfuscated the violence (such as in the past British rendering of events in Northern Ireland as “the troubles” or the Israeli media’s reference to “the situation” in all things related to the Occupied Territories). On the other hand, casting the conflict as a war establishes a formal symmetry between two sovereign entities even though the effect of Israeli policy in the last decade has been to deny sovereignty to any part of the Palestinian territories. This representation establishes the grounds from which Israel can easily claim self-defence for the right to respond with overwhelming force to Hamas rocket attacks because it externalizes Gaza as a threat even though Israeli policy has denied Gaza an independent existence on the outside. For this reason Adi Ophir declares, “this is not a war. The assault resembles an expedition of a colonial power that goes out of the colonist’s enclave to teach a lesson to rebellious barbaric tribes…only now the natives not the colonists are in the enclave.”

Other elements of The Guardian’s photographic coverage deploy conventional motifs of the Palestinian struggle. Within Palestinian life under occupation funerals are a significant sites of memorialisation that contribute to the construction of a public sphere populated by national subjects, and there was no shortage of funeral photographs in the paper. However, as Lori Allen writes, “in contrast to much international media coverage of these ceremonies, which in the US has tended to highlight images of angry masked men wielding guns and shouting with primal rage, funerals are, for the majority, rather sedate affairs, part of quotidian life under occupation.” It might be expected that in the context of the most lethal
assault on Gaza in forty years, funerals would have been emotive events consistent with the premises of international media assumptions. Nonetheless, a page one photograph from such an event (Figure 16), portraying a relative holding a deceased girl aloft, shows a passive crowd. As such, other photographs portraying public grief can be read in ways that conform to orientalist understandings of the ‘emotional (and hence irrational) Arab’ (Figure 17).

Figure 16: The Guardian, 30 December 2008, 1. Caption: "A relative holds up the body of one of the five girls killed when a bomb targeted at a mosque destroyed her family’s home. Photograph: Mohammed Salem/Reuters."

Figure 17: The Guardian, 9 January 2009, 18-19. Caption: "Shock and grief. A Palestinian woman breaks down after discovering the bodies of relatives killed during an Israeli air strike in Beit Lahiya yesterday. Five people were killed in the attack. Photograph: Khalil Hamra/AP."
In the coverage of conflict the presentation of images of death is often among the most controversial of issues. News managers are often reticent to use graphic images, as *The Independent’s* picture editor explained in relation to Gaza:

> In this job I frequently find myself drawn to the less horrific images, as they can tell us more about the people and their suffering than pictures which are more graphic and visceral. You may feel that this is sanitising the story, but it can be hard to feel empathy for someone we do not recognise. This doesn't mean we should shy away from violent images, but that they should be used with discretion and compassion.\(^{29}\)

While the paradigm of immediiacy governs journalism’s self-understanding (something amply articulated in “Unseen Gaza”), when it comes to the most immediate issue of life and death, much of western journalism abandons its commitment to the value of immediacy and installs ‘taste and decency’ as the criteria for judging which images to use. *The Guardian* was no exception to this rule, with only a handful of images (including Figures 13, 16, 17, 25) of war dead printed.\(^{30}\)

This is especially paradoxical in the Palestinian context because for the Arab media “the unsanitized picture is the weapon” of resistance.\(^{31}\) While American, European and Israeli media regard the use of graphic pictures of death and injury as (in the words of a *Jerusalem Post* editorial) “voyeuristic, nearly pornographic,” the Arab media consider these visceral images to be a sign of accurate reporting and legitimate journalism necessary for the true presentation of war and its consequences.\(^{32}\) This intersects with the fact that in the Occupied Territories throughout the second *intifada* Palestinian “martyrs – depicted as live people, dead bodies, individual faces, spilled innards, humans, and heroes – where the recurrent
object of representation” during the most violent periods.\textsuperscript{33}

The recurrent representations of suffering by Palestinians demonstrate how the paradigm of immediacy is the basis of their claims on the international community. As Lori Allen writes (about what she calls “the politics of immediaion”), the production and circulation of images of damaged bodies “reveals a philosophy of vision that understands this sense as one that can produce an effect outside the rational constraints of individual will and intentionality. Seeing can mean believing in an unmediated, direct connection with the reality being observed.”\textsuperscript{34} As with the commitment of the global human rights movement to a model of exposure and visibility in the pursuit of justice, this goes beyond an objectivist ontology to an affective register. In this context, although there is plenty of debate amongst Palestinians about the wisdom of circulating images of suffering, the Palestinian media manifests an “emotional pedagogy” in which realist photographic images situated in “affect-laden narrations and displays” are regarded as having the potential to activate conscience and spur action.\textsuperscript{35} This approach is driven by “human rights humanism” in which the figure of the individual is the subject of human rights universal to all people. In this formation of being human, pictures of a damaged corporeality ground claims of injustice and serve as “an index of others’ responsibility and low moral standing.”\textsuperscript{36} Graphic photographs thereby enact Palestinians as a particular political subject – “the sympathy-deserving suffering human” – and present their claims to the international community in terms of how they naturally deserve the human rights others enjoy.\textsuperscript{37}

**Immediacy, affect, humanitarianism**

We have thus reached a curious conjunction in how the paradigm of immediacy and affective claims combine in the coverage of conflict like Gaza. The international media operates through assumptions about immediacy, but actually
embodies affect when it justifies the need for access to a particular time and space through concerns about what the absence of pictures form those zones might allow. These practices share much in common with the global human rights movement, which regards the exposure and visibility attained through witnessing as the basis of political action against injustice. However, when it comes to the worst realities of war, the international media, instead of wanting to show graphic images produced by the logic of immediacy, operates largely in terms of metaphorical strategies designed to mediate the immediate. In contrast, the Arab media regards the circulation of graphic images as something made necessary by a commitment to journalistic codes, and Palestinians have made these pictures the basis of their human rights claims.\(^{38}\) In merging realistic photographs with affective narratives, they are operating in a manner akin to the practice of photojournalism, which, although often defined in terms of objectivity, is nonetheless regularly justified by the need to offer emotional testaments that can drive action for human rights.\(^{39}\)

Despite the contradictions and limitations inherent in understanding coverage in terms of the visible versus the invisible, there is a great deal that we did not see from the conflict in Gaza. Absent above all else are pictures of the fighting taken at close quarters. We know that IDF ground forces entered the Strip on 3 January, but the only picture *The Guardian* had of them operating in the confines of Gaza is a picture released by the IDF of a patrol approaching the northern Strip (Figure 18). The IDF media restrictions were effective in curtailing the imagery of urban war, thereby helping to promote the impression they fought a remote and surgical campaign with any resultant destruction arising from the fact Hamas was deliberately dug in amongst the civilian population.\(^{40}\) Equally striking is the absence of images of Hamas, fighting or otherwise. Although Israel’s media supporters often argue that any image of a Palestinian victim in Gaza is implicitly a photograph of Hamas, *The Guardian* contained a solitary image showing Hamas members directly. Importantly,
this picture of “alleged Hamas militants” which featured on page one of the paper


(Figure 19) was also released to the media by the IDF. Photographs such as this also demonstrate that newspapers were not shy of using pictures sourced from either the Israel military or reporters embedded with them who were necessarily subject to censorship.

With these two photographs we see confirmation of Adi Ophir’s conclusion that “in the eyes of the Israeli sovereign” the Palestinian population “has lost its political status, and has become a mixture of terrorists, suspects, and clients of humanitarian aid.”\textsuperscript{41} What I want to argue is that the IDF media restrictions in the Gaza conflict reproduced the Palestinians status as “terrorists [and] suspects” through the combination of access denied and photographs supplied. But I also want to argue that in the images those restrictions allowed to be circulated – the ones
emerging from within Gaza itself – we have the production of Palestinians as

“humanitarian clients” in a way that severely limits their political agency regardless of the intentions of those who took or published the pictures. I want to suggest that the Palestinian’s emphasis on graphic images of suffering as claims for human rights contributed to this construction, and that although newspapers like The Guardian might have thought the publication of photographs of personal and infrastructural devastation offered a critical perspective on the conflict, in the end these images reproduced a humanitarian subjectivity that is consistent with continued Israeli governance of the Occupied Territories. The issue here, then, is not about whether we should or should not see the consequences of conflict presented in this way. Rather, the fundamental question is about the effects of this particularly way of seeing.
'Humanitarian' in this context means being concerned about widespread human suffering and promoting transborder initiatives to provide what is necessary to sustain bare life. On that count, one could argue that the images from Gaza do not produce the Palestinians as clients of humanitarian aid because little if any such aid was permitted by Israel to enter the territory during the conflict, and there were few if any external actors in Gaza, thus offering little humanitarianism to photograph. However, the photographs do make the Palestinians into potential aid recipients through the demand for help contained especially in those that show people imploring the viewer (such as Figures 6, 8, 24). Moreover, the ‘humanitarianization’ of Gazans is most evident in the way specific appeals for relief either use or mirror the news images. Save the Children UK ran full-page advertisements during the conflict featuring a distressed mother and child, and their web site has a gallery of pictures that has much in common with the news coverage. The Disasters Emergency Committee appeal for funds to aid Gaza – which involved a short film screened by some UK television networks, but was denied airtime by the BBC because the corporation feared it would damage their impartiality – began with a series of portraits reminiscent of The Observer’s front page picture on the first day of the conflict (Figure 20).
The voice over made clear the affect these photographs were meant to engender: “The children of Gaza are suffering. Many are struggling to survive, homeless and in need of food and water. Today this is not about the rights and wrongs of the conflict. These people simply need your help.” These people, therefore, are primarily victims awaiting humanitarian aid. The political context that has produced their conditions of life presents few visible traces and thereby passes largely unrecorded.

**Gaza, periodic war and permanent catastrophe**

The aftermath of the conflict in Gaza was a humanitarian emergency. But it was neither an emergency previously unknown nor a condition beyond politics. Indeed, if we go beyond the humanitarian appeals and explore the “rights and wrongs of the conflict” – or, at least, the context from which Israel’s December 2008 military action emerged – we will find that managed disaster, far from being the exception, is the norm in Gaza. The question to be asked is whether in focusing on the exception we have not seen pictures of the norm.

One fundament of Israel’s 2008-09 military action in Gaza was that Gaza constituted an external threat. This fundament comes from Israel’s official narrative
about the 2005 “disengagement” in which Jewish settlers were removed, the IDF relocated and the military government ended. This was accompanied by a statement in which the Israeli government declared it was no longer responsible for the functioning of Palestinian life in Gaza – it argued that “effective control” was extinguished when its permanent military presence ceased – and this remains Israel’s public position (Figure 21).  

![Image](image_url)

Figure 21: IDF, “3D animation illustrating the complex battlefield in the Gaza Strip,” 22 April 2009, screen grab.

In contrast to this presentation, Israel retains near total control over the Gaza Strip through a series of governmental strategies. According to B’Tselem (the Israeli information centre for human rights in the Occupied Territories), after the “disengagement,”

Israel continued to control the air and sea space, movement between the Gaza Strip and the West Bank (also via neighboring countries), the population registry, family unification, and the crossing of goods to and from Gaza. Also, residents of the Gaza Strip rely solely on Israel for its supply of fuel, electricity, and gas. Until 28 June 2006, an independent electric-power
station operated in the Gaza Strip, producing about one-half of the electricity needed by the residents in the Strip. The station relied completely on fuel and gas from Israel. On 28 June [2006], Israel bombed the electric-power station. Since then, residents of the Gaza Strip have relied completely on Israel for their electricity.\textsuperscript{46}

To be sure, in the aftermath of the “disengagement” there was an “appreciable improvement in the freedom of movement of Palestinians \textit{within the Strip},” and Palestinians with identity cards were able to move in and out of the Strip via the Rafah crossing when it was open. However, under the disengagement plan Israel retained ultimate control over the border between Gaza and Egypt and is able to close the crossing at will. This power has been extensively used, and since June 2007 Israel has kept the Rafah crossing “almost permanently closed.”\textsuperscript{47} The sum of these on-going controls means Palestinians do not have their destiny in their own hands.

The persistence of governmental control under the guise of disengagement suggests that the relations of power linking Israel and the Occupied Territories require a new explanation.\textsuperscript{48} Although the conventional view of the occupation from 1967 onwards has been that it is temporary, this stems from the official line that maintains the occupation is both external and exceptional. In this context, policies and practices that would normally be thought of as abhorrent to a democratic state are justified by their alleged necessity in extreme circumstances. However, the regime of power that governs both Israel proper and the Occupied Territories is organised around two systems of rule that appear separate but are radically interdependent. Through a structure that Azoulay and Ophir call “inclusive exclusion,”
the relatively liberal democracy of Israel proper, and the governmental production of the Occupied Territories as an emergency zone in which the population is reduced to bare life, are two modes of a single formation in which “the regime is not one.”

In this regime the neo-colonial power of occupation is exercised as both separation and submission. While developments like the “security barrier” give the impression that separation alone is the desired policy, most policies governing the Occupied Territories involve submission, and are designed to ensure Palestinians remain “non-citizens” who are politically beyond but territorially not outside the state.49 Far from being a recent development, this form of rule emerged in the late 1990s and was accelerated by the second intifada. It has meant that Gaza is governed by controlled closures (Ophir calls these a “flexible siege”) in which the movement of people and commodities is strictly regulated so as to inflict collective punishment.50

Although this regulation ensures that life in the Strip remains bare, it also requires that life be sustained sufficiently to ensure the population does not descend into a full-blown humanitarian catastrophe. A democratic state can push people to the edge of disaster, but it cannot be seen producing a complete catastrophe. This means the Palestinians are permanently on “on the brink” of catastrophe yet never fully pushed over this threshold. The suspension of the population on the limit of complete catastrophe requires careful control. For example, the electricity supply for Gaza, which is controlled by Israel, is kept in permanent deficit through restrictions on the supply of industrial diesel to Gaza’s sole generating plant (Figures 22, 23). Those restrictions were intensified during the 2008-09 conflict, but they began in October 2007 as part of a new set of limits for fuel coming through the only supply
route, the Nahal Oz crossing. These controls meant that during conflict 80% of Gaza’s residents suffered regular blackouts restricting them to a few hours of electricity per day.

Figure 22: Gisha, *Gaza Fuel Restrictions*, 2007.

Figure 23: Gisha, *The Collapse of Gaza’s Electricity System*, 2009, slide 7.
This supply data clearly demonstrates that resources are weapons of Israeli governance in the Occupied Territories, and that their restriction is not the result of an accident or unexpected failings, but the consequence of careful bureaucratic management about what is needed for basic sustenance without provoking a comprehensive catastrophe. For Ophir this makes Gaza a “laboratory of catastrophization” in which governmental strategies administer but never fully produce a total disaster. The “seasonal outbursts of direct military violence” which have been instigated annually since 2002, and are presented as retaliatory actions against an external threat, are part of the governmental catastrophization that maintains Gaza, at one and the same time, as both inside and outside.52

The idea that Gaza is “on the brink” of catastrophe is common to much media coverage (Figure 24). In one account during the conflict, it was reported that “much...
of Gaza’s public infrastructure has been destroyed and the territory is in a “critical emergency” after seven days of devastating bombing with air strikes averaging one every 20 minutes.” The problem with this reporting is that it locates the brink in exceptional or temporary moments like an all-out military conflict. In so doing they implicitly deflect attention from the way the exception is the norm, the temporary is permanent and the brink of catastrophe is a phenomenon produced by Israel’s governmental strategy of catastrophization.

The issue, then, is how can the permanent emergency of catastrophization in Gaza be pictured? The coverage of the recent conflict, as evidenced by the images in *The Guardian* and *The Observer* discussed here, fails to reference the strategies of “inclusive exclusion” that have governed the Occupied Territories. That failure is partly an instantiation of the intrinsic limit common to the aesthetic strategy of documentary realism in much photojournalism. As Aric Mayer observes (speaking of Hurricane Katrina, but in a way applicable to Gaza) “to focus on anything specific, especially on stranded and abandoned citizens, meant shrinking the size of the event and delimiting the viewing experience…[this] betrayed the size of the event, making it more intimate and contained.”

In addition to a spatial limit, such an approach also compresses the time of the event. The international media’s demand for access to a particular time and space, driven by the paradigm of immediacy regulating their conduct, was premised on the idea that the truth of the conflict could be found on the streets of Gaza during December 2008 and January 2009. However, even if journalists had gained timely access to the battle space they would not have seen the many components of
catastrophization assembled in disparate ways and diverse locations over a decade. What this discussion suggests, then, is that the truth lies less in a geographical location at one time than a set of political infrastructures over time. Is it possible to photograph this sort of truth, and if so, what would it mean for photography to go beyond the paradigm of immediacy in pursuit of this political narrative?

Re-thinking photography and the humanitarian subject

Although the photographic record of the conflict in Gaza has come to us via the linked assumptions of visibility, exposure and action – and these assumptions are shared by the international media, human rights activists, the IDF and Palestinians – what the sum of the pictorial coverage in *The Guardian* and *The Observer* demonstrates is that photography constitutes a social field. More precisely, photography visually performs a particular understanding of the social.\(^55\) In this case, the social field was organised around the idea of humanitarianism, obscured the permanent catastrophe, and at its core was made possible by the constructed visibility arising from the IDF media restrictions, which allowed some things and limited others. What we have then is a new onto-political understanding of photography that regards images as actors that constitute fields in which actions occur.\(^56\)

Azoulay’s important book *The Civil Contract of Photography* is part of this refiguration of photography, and is apposite to the argument here because of the way it intersects with her political critique of the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories. Azoulay makes clear her argument is derived from the need “to find refuge amid the loneliness of being a spectator who has been addressed every day by
photographs documenting the daily horrors of the Israeli occupation.\textsuperscript{57} Her central point is that the meaning of photographs is “an unintentional effect of the encounter” between all participants in the apparatus of photography, especially the camera, photographer, photographed subject and spectator.\textsuperscript{58} Photographs are statements in which meaning is the property of neither the addresser nor the addressee but the product of mutual (mis)recognition.\textsuperscript{59} Most importantly, the addresser and the addressee, the photographed subject and the spectator, are connected by a civil contract that gives rise to a political space that is not mediated exclusively by, or subjected completely, to the national logic that governs politics generally.\textsuperscript{60}

Azoulay employs the idea of a contract because of her desire to move beyond ideas like empathy, shame, pity and compassion as “organizers of the gaze.” She recognizes that we are all governed, even if not governed equally, and our subjection to the global relations of governmentality establishes, at least temporarily, a virtual political community in which relations between others are not primarily mediated by the state or another sovereign.\textsuperscript{61} As a result we do not have to simply “regard the pain of others” – we can develop our relationship to photographed subjects in terms of a mutual obligation that precedes the constitution of political sovereignty. This takes place in terms of a citizenry of photography, where the camera recognizes us, and to which we all belong even if we are stateless and without national citizenship.\textsuperscript{62}

The impetus for this argument is clear. As Azoulay writes, this conceptualization means that “in the Israeli context, for instance, the Palestinians became citizens of the citizenry of photography long before there was any possibility of their becoming citizens in the ordinary meaning of the word,” and as citizens of the
citizenry of photography “they cease to appear as stateless or as enemies, the manners I which the sovereign regime strives to construct them. They call on me to recognize and restore their citizenship through my viewing.”

In some places the articulation of the civil contract of photography overplays the freedom of the political sphere it produces (as in claims like “the civil contract of photography organizes political relations in the form of an open and dynamic framework among individuals, without regulation and meditation by a sovereign;” or that “the citizenry of photography has no sovereign and therefore no apparatus of exclusion”), although in other places the capacity for this sphere to be regulated in a discriminatory or oppressive manner is openly acknowledged. But what Azoulay’s argument achieves above all else is a recognition of the limits of the photographic image and a recasting of how the meaning of the picture is produced. As she notes, the photograph is “an active sign that can never be completely and ultimately sealed” so the spectator must take responsibility for its meaning.

This responsibility does not ensure a particular political position, however. Returning to the political environment from which her argument emerges, Azoulay states that under conditions of occupation, even a photograph’s engaged addressee can miss the enunciated position and regard the visual statement as confirmation of something already known. Because photographic meaning is structurally unstable, failing to be addressed is necessarily part of the apparatus in which the pictorial statement of horror is presented. I would argue this is especially the case when we consider how images reach us via global visual economy in which particular economic and political interests are heavily implicated. In this context – and I think this is what the above review of the photojournalism of the Gaza conflict shows – photographs of victims and destruction are most read as part of a “generalized
statement of horror” (such as “the Palestinian misery”) rather than a specific statement of the political context (the catastrophization of Gaza). As Azoulay concludes, “by transforming the emergency claim into a generalized statement, the addressee relinquishes her civil point of view and adopts one that has been created by the ruling power, the point of view from which this emergency claim has been contextualized.” As a result, “the generalized statement is always assimilated into the ruling national discourse.”

Where, then, does this leave the photography of catastrophe in Gaza? Even though the prevailing logic suggests a simple relationship between exposure, image and action we have to work with the knowledge that pictures contain no preordained compulsion, just interpretations, counter-interpretations and reinterpretations. Yet we also have to recognize how humanitarian discourses that depoliticise conflicts, and national discourses that politicise events, have colonised visual understanding of the Occupied Territories. Dealing with this situation requires us to appreciate that images do a lot of work: they visually perform the social field on which action can be made to occur, they testify to the conditions of the social field, and they can induce a responsibility in those concerned about the social field. But photographs cannot do this alone, in both senses of that proposition: “a solitary image cannot testify to what is revealed through it, but must be attached to another image, another piece of information, another assertion or description, another grievance or piece of evidence, another broadcast, another transmitter. An image is only ever another statement in a regime of statements.” That said, the apparatus of photography is a powerful component in this regime, even if it requires someone to look, read and care before an event is made available for understanding. The challenge is for the regime of statements in which images are situated to address the permanently managed catastrophe in Gaza, something that begins with reflexivity and proceeds in terms of multimedia.
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